Kansas Effective Practices
Instructional Toolkit
Implementing Research and Resources Into Action
Research Lesson 1: Daily Challenges

Ascending Intellectual Demand
Strength Area: Creativity
Level III - Intensive/Individualized

Innovation
Internship
Creativity institutes
Creative production
Type III activity (Renzulli)
Copyright, patent, publish original work

Level II - Targeted

Competitions
Future Problem Solving
Destination ImagiNation
Strategies to develop new ideas
Open-ended learning experiences
Group creatively gifted on projects
Study of creative attitude and personality traits
Mentor for individual creative interest
Participate in meaningful decision making
Creative thinking techniques to extend intuition

Level I - Core

Improvisation
Creative activities
Analogical thinking
Study creative people
CoRT strategies (DeBono)
Use knowledge creatively
Philosophy for children (Lipman series)
Nature of the creative process as a set of stages
Divergent and convergent thinking (Williams model)
Creativity training (Creative Problem Solving for Kids)
Creative thinking skills (originality, fluency, flexibility, and elaboration)
Research inventors, scientists, architects, designers, or artists of personal interest
Research skills for self-initiated exploring, observing, classifying, question arranging, and using
Information

Frequently Asked Questions
What can I do to enhance creativity in my classroom?
• Provide a private place for creative work to be done.
• Provide materials (e.g. musical instruments, sketch books, scientific instruments).
• Encourage self-expression and display the students’ creative work.
• Create a creative atmosphere with good music, books, and pictures.
• Do your own creative work.
• Value the unusual, the divergent, and the creative work of others.
• Provide special classes.
• Emphasize that talent is only a small part of creative production and that discipline and practice are
important.
• Get creativity training.
• Reduce anxiety in classroom, especially that created by the teachers.
• Nurture individuation and differences within the class.
• Provide situations that present incompleteness and openness.

• Allow and encourage lots of questions.
• Emphasize self-initiated exploring, observing, questioning, feeling, classifying, recording, translating,
inferring, testing inferences, and communication.
• Help the student learn by mistakes.
• Reinforce creativity, but do not place too high a reward on it, as this makes creative behavior
“high
stakes” and increases anxiety.
• Give opportunities to investigate ideas of successful, eminent people who used the creative process.
What are some blocks to creativity?
• Expectation of judging and evaluating.
• Constantly being watched or observed while working on a creative project.
• Creating a competitive atmosphere.
• Conforming to others’ expectations.
• Anxiety.
• Perfectionism.
• Reward systems.
• Authoritarianism.
• External locus of control.
• Trying to be creative.
• Requiring the one right answer.
Can creativity be taught?
We can teach some of the aspects and skills of creative behavior. We can model creative acts and
attitudes. We can provide safe places for creativity to be expressed, and value its expression. We can
take the risk of sharing our own creativity. Six real-life results of creativity training in elementary and high
schools were reported by Torrance (1985). The results were increased satisfaction; evidence that
academic achievement is not affected by creative performance; writing more creatively in different genres
(one student even wrote a novel); growth in personality and the acquisition of a healthy self-concept;
improvement in attitudes toward mathematics; and an
openness to pursue creative choices.
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